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Standing ovation
for Warner Stand
BAM Construct UK is
modernising and upgrading
the Warner Stand at the iconic
Lord’s Cricket Ground in
London. Built in the 1950s,
the existing stand had no lifts
and limited entrance points,
as well as poor sightlines from
hundreds of its seats. BAM
is creating a bigger, more
modern facility that will
greatly improve the way
cricket lovers can enjoy
the game. Sustainability
will be boosted with use of
a rainwater harvesting facility,
ground-source heat pumps
and solar panels on the roof.
A living wall will create better
views for the Ground’s central
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Building by the Wall

Cyclists welcome!

parking garages such as this one at

In Amsterdam, cyclists face the

Mahlerplein, near Amsterdam-Zuid

same challenges as motorists when

station. BAM Infra completed its

it comes to parking, especially near

construction in eleven months.

traffic hubs such as railway stations.

Light-art objects and a spacious

The solution: modern, well-lit and

entry area contribute to a

carefully laid out underground

welcoming experience.
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Dive-under ready

BAM supports education Tanzanian pupils

Her Majesty the Queen
opens CUBRIC
The UK‘s Queen Elizabeth II and

the world. Its power is described

Prince Philip opened the Cardiff

as ‘the Hubble telescope of

University Brain Research Imaging

neuroscience’ and is the most

Centre (CUBRIC) in Wales, built

powerful in Europe.

by BAM Construct UK.

They also saw brain imaging

The royal guests were given a

procedures in action and pupils

tour of the centre and viewed

from a local school took part in

the Siemens 3 Tesla Connectome

a series of activities to illustrate

MRI scanner – one of only two in

the power of the brain.

•

King opens a whale of a sea lock
King Philippe of Belgium recently
inaugurated the brand new
Kieldrechtsluis in the port of Antwerp.
This new sea lock was previously
known as the Deurganckdoksluis.
Its gigantic dimensions (500x68 metres)
make Kieldrechtsluis the largest sea lock
in the world, at least until BAM and
VolkerWessels complete the one in IJmuiden,
the Netherlands, in 2019. A joint venture
including BAM Contractors completed the
project in a little over 4.5 years. During
the excavation works they unearthed
the skeleton of another marine giant:

•

a 3.5-million-year-old whale.

King
Philippe.
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From the Boa

‘Well on the way’
‘We are taking important

result of €32.9 million. In line with

ambassadors, spreading our

steps with the roll-out of our

our new strategy we are improving

message throughout the

‘Building the present, creating

the quality of our order book by

organisation. It is now the

the future’ strategy for the

taking in new orders with better

operating companies who will

years up to 2020. During the

cash flow and risk profile. We have

be translating the strategy into

spring, my colleagues Erik Bax

also strengthened our financial

concrete steps in their operating

and Thessa Menssen and I

position by improving our working

plans.

explained to the various

capital efficiency. I am particularly

operating companies what

pleased with the projects won

We are committed to innovation

the strategy means. The many

based on our integrated approach

and the ever-greater digitisation

positive responses we received

and the differentiating capabilities

of our processes. We have already

during these roadshows are an

of our operating companies, such

achieved a lot in a short time, but

indication that our new course

as Ulster Hospital’s acute services

much remains to be done. All the

is taking us down the right

block and the Femernbelt Tunnel

while, the business continues to

track.

between Denmark and Germany

operate as usual. This all requires

that we – with the dedication of

This is also apparent from

with its enhanced digital design.

a great deal from each one of us.

every employee – can reach our

My enthusiasm about what we

goals.’

the first half-year results. The
adjusted result improved year-

The more than one thousand

can achieve together in order to

on-year. In the first six months

BAM employees who we reached

create a better future remains

Rob van Wingerden,

of 2016, BAM achieved a net

through our roadshows will act as

undiminished, so I am convinced

CEO of Royal BAM Group

Appointments
Royal BAM Group

Management at BAM Construct UK

The Executive Board has appointed

The Executive Board of Royal BAM Group has appointed

Rob van Kampen as director Startup with

Douglas Keillor as executive director of BAM Construct UK.

effect from 1 August 2016. Van Kampen was

Douglas Keillor.

area director at BAM Bouw en Techniek. BAM
has defined its strategy for the period 20162020, and creating the future portfolio

Douglas Keillor has 26 years’ service with the company and has
been regional director of BAM Construction in Scotland since 2013.
Bruce Dickson has succeeded Keillor as regional director in Scotland.

Rob van Kampen.

Douglas Keillor replaces Richard Bailey who, as he turned 60 and

(‘doing new things’) is one of the pillars.

following 39 years’ service with the company, has left the board

BAM is doing this by delivering construction

of BAM Construct UK in order to pursue other personal interests.

services using a digital construction

The management of BAM Construct UK now consists of

platform. BAM intends to be at the forefront

Bruce Dickson.

of digitisation by using cutting edge design
and visualisation tools. This will also help to
satisfy customers’ evolving requirements.

Graham Cash, chairman, Douglas Keillor and James Wimpenny.

Management at BAM International

Mark van Kruijsbergen.

BAM will facilitate this transition by investing

Halbe Veenstra has been appointed director Global Operations and

in innovation to create an attractive

will be based in the head office in The Hague. Tom van Breda will

environment for partnerships and rapid

take over his responsibilities as area director Asia Pacific from Jakarta.

prototyping to shorten time to market. The

Halbe Veenstra.

new director Startup is responsible for the
rollout of this aspect of the strategic agenda.
Rob van Kampen reports to the CEO and

Leo van Druenen, area director Americas with a focus on Latin
America and the Caribbean, will return to the head office in
The Hague. Next to his current responsibilities he will also take

Céline Bent.

the US and Canada under his wings. Mark Guinée has been appointed

operates in close co-operation with the

director Business Development. In his new capacity Mark will assist

staff of the Strategy department, which is

the Board in developing a Business Development strategy aligned

led by Mark van Kruijsbergen, and which

to BAM’s Strategic Agenda 2016-2020. The objective is to pursue

also includes an innovation team. This team

Tom van Breda.

a bigger and more diverse portfolio of quality prospects in existing

supervises innovation projects – in various

and new markets. Mark will gradually withdraw from his current

stages of development – and monitors the

responsibilities in Australia, but will remain active as area director

BAM innovation portfolio. Céline Bent has
been appointed head of Innovation.

pending the submission of tenders for the Sydney metro and the

•

West Sydney Stadium.

Mark Guinée.

Leo van Druenen.
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Building by the Wall
Meininger Hotel (left)
and East Side Office.

The water’s all yours, ladies!
When summer hits Hampstead Heath, an oasis of
peace and quiet in bustling London, it means that
Ladies’ Pond is open for ladies-only swimming and
diving again.
BAM Nuttall has been making
good progress reinforcing the
dams between the ponds of
Hampstead Heath and this
spring Ladies’ Pond was the
first to be reopened. A pontoon
now floats in the water, with
changing rooms and lifeguard
accommodation.
As these ladies are enjoying the
water, BAM Nuttall is continuing
work on the model boating
pond and the mixed swimming

Across the street from the East Side Gallery – the last
remaining section of the Berlin Wall, now an open-air
art gallery – BAM Deutschland is busy filling up the
former no-man’s land between East and West Berlin.
The green and orange cranes rise above the East
Side Office and Meininger Hotel construction sites.
Both projects in this location near

Lüttkopf expects to be ready for a

the Ostbahnhof railway station were

turnkey handover of the first phase

commissioned by project developer

by the end of the year. Next on the

NDC. ‘The teams share a large site

agenda are excavations for phase

office between the two sites’, said

two. The underground parking

Peter Lüttkopf, project manager

garage will be connected to

of the East Side Office. The plan

the basement of phase one.

comprises two U-shaped buildings

‘We expect to complete phase

(seven storeys above ground and

two by mid-2018.’

pond. All will be ready this

•

autumn.

a parking basement) enclosing a
centre court. The total floor space is

The Meininger Hotel, which is

approximately 25,000 m2. ‘In phase

scheduled for completion in the

one we’re now constructing the first

summer of 2017, will have

U-shaped building and half of the

245 guest rooms over six floors

second one. Visually, the buildings

above the ground floor, where the

will be characterised by natural

reception, lobby and breakfast area

stone façades and oak window

will be situated. At the side facing

frames. The interior design focuses

the East Side Gallery the building

on functionality, with open and

will be three storeys higher to

flexible layouts in the office floors.’

accommodate office space.

Antwerp hospital

•
Wind farm connected

Interbuild has commenced

including shops, cafés and

Construction of the Dutch inland

two megawatts each.

preparations for the construction

restaurants. Completion is

Netterden-Azewijn wind farm has

The cable connections

of ZNA Cadix, Antwerp’s new

scheduled for 2019.

been completed. The first turbine

between the turbines

amalgamated hospital. The 340-

had its rotors installed in early July

and the public grid

bed, 19-storey complex was

and within two weeks it began

were made by BAM

designed by architects VK Studio

feeding into the public grid.

Infra Energie & Water.

and Robbrecht & Daem. Its ground

BAM Bouw en Techniek developed

floor will be open to the city as a

and built the entire wind farm,

kind of healthcare boulevard

comprising six wind turbines of
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Innovation

Innovation

Revolutionary robo printer
This summer, members of Young BAM, the Dutch
platform for BAM’s below-35s, were introduced
to the world of 3D printing in FabCity, the temporary
sustainable campus in Amsterdam. Here they witnessed
a first-of-its kind ‘building machine’ in action.
Named 3D BUILDER, this machine

At FabCity, 3D BUILDER was set

links free-form print technology

to work on printing a 1:4 scale

to automotive industry robotics.

model of Landscape House, a

3D BUILDER prints using the

revolutionary exhibition space

Italian D-shape method, and its

for museums. The architect

exchangeable print heads allow

behind Landscape House,

it to print in stone and concrete.

Janjaap Ruijssenaars, said

Further printing materials will

that 3D printing opens the

in the future be added to the

door to unlimited freedom

repertoire, such as steel and

in architectural design.

insulation material.

•

Debut for BAM gravity base foundations
A new, BAM-developed type of foundation for offshore
wind turbines is to be used for the first time on EDF’s
Blyth offshore wind demonstration project off the
Northumberland coast of England.

Fabrication has begun in
the Newcastle dock.

Artist’s impression of a gravity base wind turbine foundation.

EDF Energy Renewables awarded

have a base diameter of thirty

turbine, which has a capacity of

opportunity to demonstrate the

BAM the contract to design,

metres. The foundations are

8.3 megawatts. The turbines must

potential for self-installing concrete

fabricate and install five full-size

prefabricated onshore in a

be operational before March 2018

gravity bases to provide economic

gravity base foundations.

quayside construction yard in

to ensure payment to EDF of a

foundations for large wind turbines

BAM Nuttall and BAM Infra are

Newcastle upon Tyne and then

special subsidy from the British

in deeper water. Following five years

undertaking the project, which is

towed to the deployment site.

government.

of intensive work refining our design

in part funded by a grant from the

The first gravity base is expected

BAM Nuttall’s head of Civil

and method of construction, we

Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs

to settle on the bottom of the

Engineering Malcolm Corlett said:

now have a live project to

(a Top Sector Energy Subsidy).

North Sea in the spring of 2017.

‘This is a very significant milestone

demonstrate our technology and

The five concrete and steel

After ballasting, the construction

not just for BAM but for the wider

bring new skills and opportunity

foundation bases will each

is ready to carry its 110-metre-high

offshore wind sector. It‘s an

to the northeast of England.’

•
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Strategy
Online session for project managers
The key to BAM’s success lies in the way we execute
our projects. Crucial contributors to this are,
obviously, our project managers. With the goal
of strengthening communication between BAM
project managers around the globe, 106 of them
recently took part in an online dialogue. They
shared experiences and talked about challenges
and possibilities for improvement.
The session, organised by the

project managers provides a wealth

Olympus project team, presented

of information’, said COO Erik Bax,

project managers with questions

‘and it brings people together.’

and thought-provoking statements.

‘What’s more’, said Saskia van der

‘BAM projects around the globe

Meij, head of Talent Management,

are widely different’, said Chris Jones,

‘it teaches us more about what

director of Learning and Development

drives good project managers and

at BAM Construct UK, ‘but some of

how we can retain them. Key factors

the challenges are the same, whether

here are motivation, appreciation

you’re in road construction in the

and development.’

Netherlands, tunnelling in Denmark

The session was part of project

among tender and project managers.

On the agenda, among other things,

or hospital building in the UK.’

Olympus, which aims to strengthen

This autumn will see a second

will be topics that arose from the

‘An online session with this many

BAM’s status as preferred employer

seminar for project managers.

online session.

The Femern Link Contractors
joint venture has signed
conditional contracts with the
Danish government for the
design and build of the world’s
longest immersed road and
rail tunnel, the Femernbelt
link between Denmark and
Germany.

•

Danish-German road and rail tunnel

BAM (with BAM Infra and Wayss
& Freytag Ingenieurbau) will be
operating in a joint venture
comprising VINCI Construction
Grands Projets, Per Aarsleff, CFE
and Max Bögl Stiftung & Co.
The joint venture has won two
contracts covering construction
of the immersed tunnel and the
tunnel element factory that will
manufacture the precast tunnel
elements and a third contract
covering the building of the portal
structures, toll buildings, bridges

Lolland Falster region with

and ramps. The three contracts have

Germany’s Schleswig Holstein

a combined value of €3.4 billion

region will shorten the journey

(of which 25 per cent for BAM).

between the German and Danish

Construction works are expected to

government. The construction

The eighteen kilometre immersed

coasts to just ten minutes by car

start in January 2018 and are subject

of the Femernbelt link will take

tunnel connecting Denmark’s

and seven minutes by train.

to permits from the German

approximately 8.5 years.
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Export quality? Check!
One last check in the Dutch workshop
before the steel formwork is shipped
off to Moín, Costa Rica: supervisor
Henk van Oene (left) and Auke Klink

collaboration: ‘Our schedule in

of BAM Materieel are making sure

Moín is extremely tight, so we

that their work will satisfy their

welcome the time-savings we

client, BAM International. Once on

can achieve with a really cleverly

site in Moín, the formwork will be

designed formwork system.

used to construct the fender, cap

As our in-house specialist, with

beams and floors of the 650-metre-

bags of relevant experience, BAM

long quay wall of Costa Rica’s new

Materieel was the logical choice.

container terminal. ‘For a smooth

Especially since their people had

execution of the process we have

already been involved in the

planned three separate partial

project as fabricators of the

handovers’, said BAM Materieel’s

moulds for our innovative

Harry Bouwhuis. ‘Throughout the

breakwater elements, Xblocs.

design and fabrication stages we’ve

Together with Harry Bouwhuis

been working closely together with

and his colleagues of BAM

BAM International’s Paolo Gatta

Materieel we’ve reached a result

and Maarten Horsman.’ Maarten

that suits our needs and fits our

Horsman is pleased with the

budget.’

•

BAM supports education of Tanzanian pupils
BAM International has completed the

The school was in poor condition.

rehabilitation of Ngurdoto primary

BAM renovated the existing

school in Tanzania. The CSR project

buildings, built new classrooms,

was executed voluntarily by the

added verandas and renovated

project team that is currently

the school kitchen.

reconstructing Kilimanjaro Airport,

Eric van Zuthem, BAM International’s

northern Tanzania to express

area director Africa: ‘The children

BAM’s involvement with the local

didn't believe their eyes as they

community. Ngurdoto primary

came back from holiday. It was very

school is a governmental school

moving to see how fantastically they

that provides elementary education

responded to all the changes.’

to between 800 and 900 children.

•

Happy children in front of their renovated school.

In presence of Hon. J. Nassari, Member of Parliament
for Kilimanjaro area (left) and Noud van Hout (owner
of the Watoto Foundation, right) the school was officially
opened on 11 July. In the middle: Eric van Zuthem.
Far left: Matthew Ball (BAM’s project manager
Kilimanjaro Airport project) and far right district
commissioner Alexander Pastory Mnyeti.
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The quakeproof Dutch
Earthquake proofing is finding
its way into the Dutch building
process as BAM Bouw en
Techniek are building Groninger
Forum, a cultural centre in the
northern city of Groningen.
Gas extraction has increased
the number and strength of
earthquakes in the region,
so quakeproofing was part
of the building’s special
design brief – not just for
the final building, but also
for temporary structures.
‘All temporary works that stay
connected for six weeks or longer
must comply with the updated
building code. Based on data
provided by BAM Materieel,
BAM Advies & Engineering has
drawn up a protocol for the

The construction team posing in front of the reinforced formwork.

calculations’, said Sjors Tullemans,
structural engineer at BAM
Materieel. ‘What this entails is that

have to allow for about 25 per cent

be subject to seismic surveys.

design in 3D models so that

things like formwork, and stairs

extra strength, which means we’ll

Consultant Harry Bouwhuis of

we can assess the impact of

require additional seismic surveys.

use stronger braces and anchors.’

BAM Materieel: ‘We have been

earthquakes more accurately.’

On average, force calculations will

The façade scaffolding too will

able to visualise the scaffolding

•

‘Increased commitment to the BAM PPP PGGM joint venture’
As a result of the JV’s continued
success, PGGM has increased
its commitment by a further
€140 million. The PGGM committed
funding is now €620 million and the
total joint venture committed funding
is €775 million. Of this amount
€489 million has been invested and
allocated to nearly thirty projects
to date.This increased commitment
consolidates the JV as a long term
stable investment platform.
It ensures equity capacity is not a
constraint for BAM PPP in the pursuit
of further PPP projects facilitating
attractive short and longer term
construction, operations and facilities
management opportunities for its

•

sister BAM operating companies.

The signing of the amended joint
venture agreement and all its schedules
by (from left) Chris Williams (BAM PPP)
and Han Claessens (PGGM).
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This is an example of a question on a sticker.
This sticker needs to be peeled off, and placed on
the board while answering the question next to it.

In the run-up to the BAM Worldwide Safety Day on 11 October,
the individual ‘Most Valuable Player’ competition has begun.
Every worldwide

or offline via the reply card in the

employee (from BAM

promotional booklets that are being

and from

distributed internationally on as

subcontractors) will be

many construction sites as possible.

challenged to make their

All entries combined will form the

mark as man or woman

online collection ‘BAM Star Players’.

of the match in terms of

24-11-82

tasks. This is a great way to

On 11 October BAM and

increase safety knowledge

iPad, by answering

subcontractors employees together

and to exchange thoughts with

the question ‘Why are you

will play ‘The Ultimate Match’,

each other to achieve the desired

a board game for three to fifteen

safety result. During the game,

players. The object of the game

notes are made on the board that

are welcome. Entries can be

is to beat the Serious Hazards

can be shared on a Group-wide

submitted until 1 November either

(project-specific safety risks) by

basis. Questions? Please send

online via www.bamsafety.eu

answering questions, discussing

an email to safety@bam.nl.

183 cm

Am
Safety

172 cm

specific topics and carrying out

can be won, including an

Illustrations with your answer
01-01-84

Seri us

Hazards

Board game

the Most Valuable Player?’.

Parker
Jessica bassador

OW
THR
DICE

safety. Attractive prizes
John Smith

Project Engineer

THR
DICOW
E
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Blackbrook Pool in Taunton.

Residents in Somerset and North

North Somerset Enterprise and

With a single, massive explosion BAM Ritchies blasted

Somerset have three new – and

Technology College (NSETC) in

well over 360,000 tonnes of rock in its quarry in

very different – buildings at their

Weston-super-Mare. Collectively

Bremanger, Norway. The BAM Nuttall

disposal, thanks to two years of

the new buildings represent

subsidiary had prepared an area

hard work from major contractor,

around £40 million of investment

measuring 385 metres

BAM Construction. BAM has

in the leisure, health and education

in width and 20 in height

completed Blackbrook Pool in

sectors.

by boring 454 holes

Taunton, a new secure healthcare

and filling them with

facility in Wellington, and the new

•

68 tonnes of explosives.
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BIM
BAM becomes first in Ireland to
achieve international BIM accreditation
BAM Ireland is leading the
way in the implementation of
Building Information Modelling
& Management (BIM) in the Republic
of Ireland, having become the first
organisation in the country to
achieve the international industry
standard for the use of the process
for design and construction projects.
BAM’s BIM process, which provides
3D computer models for efficient
visualisation and analysis of
proposed designs, has been awarded
PAS 1192-2 verification by the British
Standards Institution (BSI). This
certification is a mark of excellence
in BIM and provides a consistent
framework for the adoption of
this emerging new industry

Pictured (from left): Theo Cullinane, CEO BAM Ireland,
BIM manager Paul Brennan and director Ger Harrington.

process across the international
construction sector.

•

‘BIM Initiative of the Year’
BAM Construct UK’s work to digitise the operations
and maintenance procedures at Wharfedale Hospital
in Leeds has been shortlisted for ‘BIM Initiative of
the Year’ at the 2016 Building Awards.
With involvement from UK-based

undertaken, improving efficiency

facilities management division, BAM

and generating benefits for the

FM, and BAM Design, the approach

NHS Trust and its patients.

has transformed the way daily and

The winner will be announced

annual maintenance activities are

on 8 November.
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Stepping up the pace at The Student Hotel
Tunnel out, bathroom in. The routine was quickly
established in the construction of Student Hotel in
Eindhoven, the Netherlands. BAM Bouw en Techniek
didn’t lose any time climbing its way to the top in
tunnel formwork and the finishing train is moving
no less expeditiously.

The eighty-metre slim-line tower

Although the layout of the floors

contains four hundred rooms, which

might suggest construction in prefab

will be available for rent to mostly

concrete, tunnel formwork is the

foreign students for the duration

method of choice, mainly in an effort

of a semester. ‘There are 24 storeys,

to put a rein on costs. Superintendent

including a basement with bicycle

Jorre Wils: ‘We’ve been using a pump

parking and facility rooms. In the

instead of a bucket to pour cement

plinth will be a café/restaurant, a

and a special hoisting frame for the

gym, a game centre, a laundrette

reinforcement. This has allowed us

Pieters: ‘Bathroom units were being

By 1 December, after an eighteen

and an auditorium’, said Bert

to fully prepare the rebar at ground

installed even while structural

months construction period, we’ll

Pieters, who manages the project

level and construct each floor in

construction was still going on. Each

be ready to hand over this turnkey

for BAM Bouw en Techniek.

a four-day cycle.’

week a full new floor was added.

project, landscaping and all.’

•

Dive-under ready
On the Acton freight yard project in west London, BAM Nuttall has
completed a dive-under. The opposite of a flyover, this dive-under allows
the safe passage of faster passenger trains and slower freight trains.
A ballastless Rhena track runs through the tunnel. After completion of
the overhead wiring and signalling systems, the dive-under will become

•

operational in early 2017.
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Emergency Services Centre

‘Lean 2.0’ team speeds

it up

BAM Deutschland has won a contract to
construct a Fire and Rescue Services Centre
in Leverkusen, with a contract value of
approximately €40 million. The Centre
has room for fifty fire engines. BAM ID
will be responsible for the facilities
management of the Centre for a 25 year
period. The Fire and Rescue Centre will
be completed by the end of 2018.

The Lean 2.0 team
of the consortium
and Hurks.

Retirement village

In Rotterdam, at the end of 2009, a Dutch consortium of BAM Bouw
and Ballast Nedam (Nieuwbouw Erasmus MC) began the process of
building Erasmus MC, one of the largest hospitals in the Netherlands.
Floorspace in phase 1 of this project measured 185,000 m2.

Innovation

‘Tight planning has been keeping

In practical terms, the consortium

entire process of constructing the

this project well on track’, says

and its prefab supplier Hurks, formed

concrete structure. Their motto:

project director Fred Reurings

a single ‘Lean 2.0’ team. The team’s

don’t let up till the building’s up.

of BAM Bouw en Techniek. ‘And

seven members and superintendent

Lean 2.0 is truly taking us to the

then in 2015 we were awarded an

together share responsibility for the

next level.’

•

additional contract. The so-called

BAM Construction will create a £40 million
development with 48 village apartments for
independent living, 46 suites for assisted
living, and a 60-bed care home providing
nursing and dementia care in Wood Norton,
Worcestershire, England. BAM is currently
building a retirement village in Witney,
Oxfordshire, also for Richmond Care Villages.
At the new site, there will be a wellness spa,
lounges, library, terrace café, restaurant and
garden bar. BAM Design is developing final
designs for the scheme. Construction should
be completed in September 2018.

Rg building added another 18,500 m2
to the project, with the stipulation
that both phases be handed over
together by the end of 2017. By our
calculations, however, we would
have needed eight more weeks.’

Apartment buildings in Antwerp

In a series of lean sessions with all
parties involved, the consortium was
able to plan away those eight weeks.
Reurings: ‘We gave up thinking in
separate disciplines and started
thinking as genuine collaborators.

The new Erasmus MC with the Rg building in the bottom right corner.

Curving cables in Rotterdam

Interbuild has won two follow-up projects
for apartment buildings in Nieuw Zuid
(‘New South’), a new neighbourhood in
Antwerp, Belgium. The project value is
€36 million. The client is property company
Triple Living, owner of the Nieuw Zuid site.

At the Vopak storage terminals in Rotterdam’s
port area, BAM Bouw en Techniek – Industrie
is a trusted long-time partner. Most recently
the team realised a new medium-voltage grid

Follow us on

across one of the sites.
‘Vopak needed an update of the infrastucture
to increase the capacity of installations such
as pumps’, said project manager Peter de Vos.
Wilbert Visser, service engineer adds: ‘From a
new substation, where the voltage is reduced
from 25kV to 6kV, we have laid 36 cables with
a total length of 44 kilometres. This type of
Wilbert Visser (mid), together with, Vopak’s e- and i- supervisor
(left) Michel Voskamp and Anton de Vos, in the substation
where the lead-covered cables take their first curve.
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cable has a lead cover for protection, so it’s

•

not the easiest to bend.’
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